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SAOIRE LEATH THEARMA / MID TERM BREAK 31/10/22 TO 04/11/22 

COSC AR CUIR AMÚ BIA/ STOP FOOD WASTE & TIDY TOWNS: Mar scoil & pobal táimid gafa leis 

an tionscnamh seo don scoil bhliain. Beidh na leanaí ag bailiú oidis sa bhaile óna gclann agus beidh 

comórtais ealaíne srl. Tá trí mhí tugtha do gach scoil chun deighilt leis. Ag an Ghaelscoil tá Mean 

Fómhair, Marta agus Meitheamh. 

Tidy towns are running a lovely initiative in primary schools this school year around the theme of 

Food Waste. The idea is that children would collect seasonal recipes from family members & bring 

them into school. These will be used to compile a community recipe booklet which children will receive 

a copy of. Schools are allocated different months, we have September, March and June, so we get 

recipes for foods around these months. Younger children will also get involved in art competitions 

Stop Food Waste & winners will appear in booklet. So thinking caps on and let’s see your favourite 

seasonal recipes for September!!! 

IONAD OIDHEARACHTA / SKIBBEREEN HERITAGE CENTRE VISIT:   Beidh páistí rang 2 & 3 ag 

tabhairt cuairt ar an ionad oidhreachta sa Sciobairín amárach ar 11.30 ar maidin. Bígí cinnte go 

mbeidh cóta baistí acu le bhur dtoil.  

Children from 2 and 3rd class will visit Skibbereen Heritage Centre tomorrow with múinteoir Aisling at 

11.30am. Please make sure they come to school with a raincoat just in case! 

EACHTARA TAR ÉIS SCOILE/INCIDENT AFTER SCHOOL: It was bought to our attention of an after 

school incident last week of a male hanging around near the path at the back of sports centre while 

children left school. Gardaí were alerted by parent, but we ask that parents talk with children & ask 

them to use main public paths only.  

Mise le mór mheas, 

Aisling 
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